exploit social networking
get closer to your customers

social networking is the perfect tool for learning more about your customers. yet newer figures reveal that only eight per cent of small businesses are currently using it in this way. here, managing director of echo e-business, deborah coller, offers her advice on how to network to gather useful information.

1. create a twitter account and tweet about potential issues your customers might face. watch the number of new visitors that start following after each tweet. you will be able to see which subjects you should discuss more often, and potentially what products or services might be of interest.

2. follow your customers on twitter. from their comments, you will be able to learn what they are passionate about. what products they are most interested in, and potentially, what issues they face.

3. connect with customers on social and air business networks such as facebook or linkedin. watch their postings, interact with them, ask them questions and get their opinions.

4. implement social media and user-generated content features on your website to allow your customers to interact with your own content and ideas. social bookmarking will also inform you as to how these customers are interacting with your content, and whether it is valuable to them.

5. on applications such as linkedin and facebook, see who else your clients or potential clients are connected to. this may give you an indication of potential competitors and also other useful relationships that they may have. if you have delivered a good service or a product to one of your clients, you can ask them to refer you to a specific person of interest in their network.

get staff talking (part 1)
meeting dos and don’ts

if you struggle to get your employees together for meetings, try suggesting 5pm on a tuesday. a study by online scheduling service when is good found that people are most receptive and willing to accept invitations at this time. arrange one for 8am on a monday, though, and only one in three employees is likely to attend. people seem to think they can’t leave it much later than 4pm because time isn’t right, says research co-ordinator keith harrie. they start clock watching. the most important factor, though, is probably preparation time. if you have a meeting at 8am in the morning, employees will need to prepare the day before, or else turn up unprepared. people need to be given reasoning.

get staff talking (part 2)
no more wasted afternoons

do your teams communicate effectively? communication coaching company personal presentation ltd says many businesses find meetings unproductive because louder characters take over, while others are far too reticent. according to founder julia goodman, the way people interact at the beginning of a meeting will set the tone for the rest of the discussion. “speak up,” she advises. “people who don’t speak up will be viewed as valued contributors, which makes it harder to get heard at all later.”

with a third of meeting time spent being “wasted” according to cisco research, the stakes for sme’s are high. all attendees should be encouraged to think through the agenda before the meeting starts so that they have something relevant to say, says goodman. “lead meetings, keep them on brief. people must communicate clearly – and say what they mean.”

intelligent recruitment
high skills, low bills

according to recent research by the national apprenticeships service, over 80 per cent of the people surveyed said they were more likely to use a business if it offered apprenticeships.

so if you want your business to gain a competitive edge, consider taking a leaf out of sir alan sugar’s book. the study was conducted to tie in with the launch of the service’s “good for business” campaign, which aims to inform employers about the benefits of taking on an apprentice. previous studies by the organisation have found that apprenticeships also help improve workforce motivation, productivity and fill skills gaps.

to find out more about the commitments involved and funding available, visit apprenticeships.org.uk

win with online customers
key to e-commerce success

ever wondered whether your website could work harder for you? industry-wide research by e-marketer reveals exactly what to offer to attract visitors... and what to avoid if you want to make a sale.

business advice and networking website smarta.com has recently been relaunched with a host of extra features to add to those it already offers sme’s in the uk.

the site, supported by natwest, was started last year to offer users business advice and networking opportunities. now, after consulting with its users, smarta.com has introduced a number of new features.

this includes a much greater number of guides, interviews and case studies, which can be searched for using the improved site navigation. it is also easier to keep up to date with your business network through a live feed, and to offer and receive advice from fellow business people through the website’s improved user forum.

take a look at smarta.com to see how the new features can help your business.